How to use Tigtag Junior

Tigtag Junior has everything you need to plan and teach outstanding science lessons

Log in

To log in to Tigtag Junior, click the link in the top right-hand corner of the homepage and enter your name and password.

Logging in will take you to your personal homepage with links to suggested content within the Tigtag Junior Mindmap.

The Mindmap

The mindmap makes it easy for you to find exciting resources for your next lesson.

It’s organised into three modules – Living things, The world around us and Our universe.

Each module contains four topics and within each topic, you’ll find four lessons.

Simply click the module, topic and lesson matched to what you’re teaching.

You can also search for a lesson by curriculum point or by entering a keyword into the search bar at the top of every page.

Lessons

Each Tigtag Junior lesson comes with:

- Two captivating short films
- Related visuals
- An interactive whiteboard game
- A quiz to assess learning

Below these you’ll find a range of support materials to help you plan the lesson:

- Learning objectives for the lesson
- Key teaching points and what you need to know
- A starter, main and review activity
- Ideas for a practical investigation
- Answers to the quiz

If teaching time is limited, you can filter these materials to reveal a ready-made one hour lesson.

You can also print out all the support material in advance of your lesson.

Present this lesson

When you’re ready to teach, click “Present this lesson”.

This will reveal an engaging, whiteboard-friendly interface with the films, visuals, game and quiz – ready for you to teach the lesson.